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Sample 1 

Discussion:  This a simple story, likely retelling a real  
experience. Voice is evident in the sentence structure 
(came right out to us from the bushes, We run really 
fast). The story has a definite beginning, middle, and 
end, as well as a well-defined problem.  
 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric Qualities: 
-  Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for 
writing (encounter with a bear) 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (visiting Danielle) 
-  Story includes a problem (the bear chasing us) 
-  Story has a beginning, middle, and end 
-  Beginning of story identifies the problem 
-  Middles includes some action/events (bear started to 
chase us, ran to the house, bear went in the bushes) 
-  Ending is usually brief and/or predictable and may not 
be connected to story  
-  Word choice is appropriate for intended audience 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the 
story) 
-  Uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high-
frequency words 
-  Sometimes uses periods, question marks, and  
exclamation marks (periods only) 

Sample 2 

Discussion: This story shows a clear beginning, middle, and 
end. The beginning is the strongest section, providing some 
details (spring morning, little girl). The rest of the story uses 
quite basic language, which is consistent with Grade 2  
writing. The sentences are primarily simple. Because of the 
basic language and sentence structure, voice is not evident 
in this piece. The story is likely based on previous text  
experience of starfish and the ocean.   

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for  
writing 
-  Writing focus on a topic 
-  Story includes probably (usually stated as one of the 
events) 
-  Writing includes simple details (saw a starfish, picked it 
up, starfish was happy) 
-  Story has a beginning, middle, and end 
- Beginning of story includes characters (little girl, starfish) 
and problem (starfish out of water) 
-  Ending is usually brief and/or predictable 
-  Word choice is appropriate for intended audience 
-  Uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high-
frequency words 
-  Sometimes uses periods, question marks, and  
exclamation marks (periods only) 
-  Errors may be distracting but basic communication is  
understandable 

Grade 2 
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Sample 3 

Discussion:  This piece shows an effort to develop the begin-
ning of the story with added details.  The repetitive sentence 
structure of the details and events makes the story flow less 
smoothly, and keeps the student’s voice from showing. It also 
makes the piece less interesting to read. However, the piece 
is technically solid, with good conventions and structure.  
 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Sample 4 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for writ-
ing (local place, bird nest) 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (bird and eggs) 
-  Story includes problem (two bullies trying to knock down 
nest) 
-  Writing includes simple details (bird and egg colour, egg 
size, mommy bird got really mad) 
-  Writing has a beginning, middle, and end  
-  Beginning of story identifies characters 
-  Ending is usually brief and/or predictable 
-  Word choice is appropriate for intended audience 
-  Uses words related to topic 
-  Uses a variety of simple sentence patterns 
-  Uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high-
frequency words 
- Sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation 
marks (periods only) 

Discussion: This is a simple description. The author strug-
gles with maintaining tense through the piece; this is com-
mon for Grade 2 students. The beginning and middle of 
the piece flow nicely, and the child’s voice is apparent. 
The ending has extra information (eating at the table and 
watching the movie) that makes the story seem like a bed
-to-bed piece. This is another common trait in Grade 2 
writing, when the length of the piece seems to become 
important to some students 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for 
writing 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (until the ending) 
-  Writing includes simple details 
-  Story has beginning, middle, and end 
-  Beginning of story identifies characters 
-  Middle includes some actions/events 
-  Word choice is appropriate for the intended audience 
-  Uses words related to topic (hold his hand, fall in the 
mud, long walk, tired and hungry) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like the child is talking) 
-  Uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high-
frequency words 
-  Sometimes uses periods, question marks, and excla-
mation marks (periods only) 

Grade 2 
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Sample 5 
Discussion: Although this piece is a bit difficult to read, 
there is definite voice coming through. The details are 
specific (we only had two tags, I puked behind the 
truck), This is a journal entry, so it is a first draft. This 
explains the missing words and spelling errors.  

 
MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for 
writing 
-  Writing focuses on topic  
-  Writing includes simple details 
-  Story has beginning, middle, and end 
-  Middle includes some actions/events 
-  Ending is usually brief and/or predictable and may 
not be connected to story (final sentence seems to be 
an add on) 
-  Word choice is appropriate for intended audience 
-  Uses words related to the topic 
-  Uses a variety of simple sentence patterns 
(statements, questions, exclamations) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the 
story) 
-  Writing engages audience 
-  May show emphasis by using repeated punctuation 
-  Uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and  
structural analysis (ownley, bumpey, behinde, snowe, 
oh most) 
-  Sometimes uses periods, question marks,  
exclamation marks (periods, exclamation marks) 

Sample 6 

Discussion:  This piece shows good organization and 
some strong word choice (luckily, shallow, eventually, 
zoomed). The introduction shows an effort to craft the 
piece to engage the reader (you have to wait…).  The 
events are connected and flow well, using some good 
transition words (Then, Luckily, So, Once). The ending is 
a bit weak, which is often the case with Grade 2  
writing; the last sentence seems to be tacked on  
simply to finish the story. 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
- Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for 
writing 
-  Writing focuses on topic  
-  Story includes problem (usually stated as one of the 
events) 
-  Writing includes simple details 
-  Story has beginning, middle, and end 
-  Middle includes some actions/events 
-  Ending is usually brief and/or predictable and may not 
be connected to story  
-  Word choice is appropriate for intended audience 
-  Uses words related to topic (radioed, hooked, stuck) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is talking) 
-  Writing engages audience 
-  Uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high-
frequency words 
-  Sometimes uses periods, question marks, exclamation 
marks (periods only) 

Grade 2 
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Sample 7 

Description:  This piece shows a strong introduction 
and good voice. It becomes harder to follow when 
the author switches to dialogue to describe the 
events that form the middle of the story. Because 
there are no quotation marks or descriptors to  
indicate when the speakers change, the reader is left 
to figure that out. This a common stage of  
development in student writing, more commonly  
seen in Grade 3 work. There are some jumps in the 
flow of the middle events (Who does the magic? 
Who goes down the plant?). The author attempts to 
pull the pieces together in the ending, making the 
mouse become a pet, and having them be best 
friends. In this piece, the content is more advanced 
than the conventions. An editing conference would 
help to make the content easier to read. 
 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point 
for writing 
-  Writing focuses on a topic 
-  Writing includes simple details 
-  Story has a beginning, middle, and end 
-  Beginning of story identifies characters (although 
not all are clear) 
-  Middle includes some actions/events 
-  Ending is brief and/or predictable and may not be 
connected to the story 
-  Word choice is appropriate for intended audience 
-  Uses words related to topic 
-  Uses descriptive words that may include adverbs 
and/or similes to create an image (It grew so high! It 
touched the sky) 
-  Uses a variety of simple sentence patterns 
(statements, questions, exclamations) 
-  Writing is individual (Sounds like the child is telling 
the story) 
-  Writing engages audience 
-  Uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high
-frequency words 
-  Uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and struc-
tural analysis (asck, macheck, frends) 
-  Sometimes uses periods, question marks, and ex-
clamation marks 
-  Errors may be distracting but basic communication 
is understandable 

Grade 2 


